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ABSTRACT 

Sroor, Maha  
Modeling Self Sovereign Identity governance framework 
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Major subject, type of the publication (e.g., Information Systems, Master's The-
sis) 
Supervisor(s): Gabriella Laatikainen(first supervisor), Pekka Abra-
hamsson(Second supervisor). 

Digital identity has become a topic that attracts the attention of researchers due 
to the enormous number of digital services that have been provided online re-
cently. Researchers face many obstacles regarding the security, privacy, and 
utility of digital identity. Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) ecosystems provide a so-
lution for digital identity and provide a decentralized human-centric paradigm 
that enables users to own and control their identity. The governance framework 
(GF) is a crucial challenge in building SSI ecosystems for two reasons. Firstly, 
the governance framework needs to address various aspects such as user needs, 
standards, laws, and business requirements in the ecosystem. Secondly, the eco-
system consists of a diverse, dynamic, and distributed group of stakeholders. 
This work adopts a new methodology for developing a governance framework 
by providing a visual view of the SSI ecosystem. In addition, it seeks to high-
light the importance of domain-specific modeling in developing governance 
frameworks. It also addresses empirical observations from a real case study and 
the modeling journey that supported the creation of the governance framework. 
The advantages, challenges of modeling, and the modeling tool used are dis-
cussed based on the evaluation from the case feedback and conclude with fu-
ture work. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Digital identity has become an important area of interest(Ante et al., 2022). Af-
ter the COVID pandemic, most regular human activities had to be suspended 
physically as a way to avoid the consequences of the pandemic. Researchers, 
companies, and governments collaborated to find a way to proceed with regu-
lar daily activities. The best option was to rely on the internet space. All activi-
ties that do not need physical presence turned out to be online. Employees 
worked remotely. Students go to virtual schools in many countries, and many 
people start shopping online.  

One of the significant problems of replacing physical activities with online 
activities is digital identity usability and security(Feher, 2021). Digital identity is 
a way to prove who the user is and verify his claims about the information 
he/she provides about himself. It reflects a digital presentation of the physical 
user to perform online activities. Digital identity is usually stored on iCloud or 
digital wallets, making the user exposed to identity theft the same as in real life. 

On some level of online interactions, people need a secure and trustable 
connection, especially if they provide sensitive information about their lives, 
bank accounts, or identity numbers. One solution to have a secure connection is 
the centralized identity management model. The centralized model provides 
authentication using a username and password. This solution force users to reg-
ister with a user name and password for every Service Provider(Cao & Yang, 
2010). This model has security, privacy, and usability drawbacks.  For example, 
using the same password for multiple Service Providers results in security and 
usability threats. If the password is revealed, multiple accounts will be threat-
ened. It also leads to usability issues because the user needs to change the 
password for all accounts with the same password. Many users use the same 
password for multiple services, and they do not realize the importance of hav-
ing a strong and unpredictable password (Talib et al., 2010). 

The next step towards a trusted and secure connection is the federated 
model. Users register with an identity Service Provider (IdSP) who is responsi-
ble for hosting, securing, storing, and authenticating the user's infor-
mation(Hommel & Reiser, n.d.). The user can use it to register himself to many 
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online services. For example, users can register to Amazon by using a google 
account or Facebook account(Google and Facebook are the IdSP). Although the 
federation model is more accessible for users, it exposes users to privacy and 
security risks. In fact, it exacerbates Service Providers' privacy and liability risks 
because users do not know how their information could be utilized by the IdSP 
(Schardong & Custódio, 2021).  

An evolution in online self-authentication and identity management mod-
els is the decentralized model. This model uses distributed ledger technologies 
(DLT) to verify a user's identity using cryptographic keys. Identity verification 
happens without exposing unnecessary personal data or using the services of 
IdSP. The decentralized model, or Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI), enables users to 
authenticate themselves using verifiable credentials stored in a personal wallet 
rather than with an identity Service Provider. Also, it enables them to select 
which information to expose(Trust over IP Foundation, 2020). This model 
grants accessibility, portability, and security. In addition, it gives all the rights 
to the credential owner to use and control his credentials. 

One of the critical challenges in SSI ecosystems is the governance frame-
work. The Trust over IP Foundation defined a governance framework as "A set 
of business, legal, and technical [definitions], [policies], [specifications], and 
contracts by which the members of a trust community agree to be governed in 
order to achieve their desired objectives." (Trust over IP Foundation, N.D) In a 
centralized or federated model, the Service Provider or IdSP is responsible for 
writing and enforcing the system's governance, whereas, in a decentralized 
model, the governance framework must be agreed upon by many different Ser-
vice Providers and credentialed issuers.  The governance framework results 
from long discussions and analyses of many stakeholders from legal, business, 
technical, and financial perspectives.  

Studying the SSI ecosystem and digital identity is essential for its rele-
vance. Many governments and private sector organizations are migrating to 
digitalization. They have a big challenge with identity management and gov-
ernance to build a timely trustworthy ecosystem. SSI support trustworthiness in 
digital interaction through innovative technology utilizing inherited trusted 
mechanism and a framework that enforce policies and standards among the 
participants(Laatikainen, Kolehmainen, & Abrahamsson, 2021).  

Digital Identity is crucial because it is a key enabler of automating busi-
ness decisions by providing means to verify data (its actual state, its provenance, 
and history). Many organizations tend to put digital identity at the center of 
their business model. Organizations create digital identities for themselves, 
their employees, partners, and service users (Wyatt et al., n.d.). It helps to have 
identity mapping to provide a full history of each identity, its related data, 
business activities, and financial position on the market(GLEIF, n.d.). It helps 
predict the business direction and automate the business decisions, a definite 
advantage for the business processes and decisions.  

SSI addresses the privacy and security concerns related to controlling, col-
lecting, and analyzing users' personal data by third parties. Third parties can be 

https://trustoverip.github.io/gswg/glossary#trust-community
https://trustoverip.github.io/essiflab/glossary#objective
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a target for cyber-attacks and data misuse that make it an indirect threat to us-
ers. By offering the users control over their identity and associated data, protec-
tion against cybercrime and identity theft would increase. 

Identity is a core component of digital services, and it is accelerating over 
time. The Finnish government started a project to develop digital identities for 
all Finnish citizens and people who live in Finland due to the high demand for 
digital services. The project takes place from 8 October 2020 to 30 June 2023. 
According to the Finnish Ministry of finance, digital services are the fastest and 
the easiest way to contact Finnish authorities(Digital Services, n.d.). 

According to Juniper Research Limited-the leading forecasting markets 
company-SSI is expected to open a new market forecasted to be a billion-dollar 
business by the end of 2024. The market operates in many areas all over the 
world. Also, it forecasts that the revenues growth to be 1000% over the next 
four years. Juniper expects that SSI benefits appeal to businesses in the long run 
due to the immutability of blockchain records and large data reposito-
ries(Juniper, n.d.).  

1.1 Research objective and research question 

This thesis investigates the SSI development process and how modeling can 
improve it by developing an SSI governance framework. Also, this research 
aims to help different stakeholders groups to be on the same level of under-
standing of the business function and process. The thesis helps to present how 
different aspects of the ecosystem could be interrelated. The thesis aims to pro-
vide practitioners with a systematic base to facilitate and professionalize the 
development of a governance framework. Finally, the thesis aims to answer the 
research question: What role could modeling play in developing SSI govern-
ance frameworks?  

1.2 Thesis structure  

The first chapter represents the recent work related to digital identity, SSI eco-
systems, governance framework, real-world examples of SSI governance 
framework, and software ecosystem modeling, including different modeling 
approaches. The second chapter introduces the case" Yoma" and the modeling 
language used to create models " Ecosystem Governance Compass (EGC)." The 
third chapter covers the research methodologies, data collection, and model 
creation. The fourth chapter lists the Findings, including the models, lessons 
learned, and future development. Next, the main findings, discussion, and the-
sis conclusion are presented in the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This chapter describes the recent work related to digital identity, SSI, Govern-
ance framework, and software ecosystem modeling. The first section introduces 
digital identity and its importance. The second section explains SSI as a govern-
ance ecosystem and as a technology solution. Also, it addresses the SSI princi-
ples and the evaluation specifications for SSI. The third section introduces gov-
ernance and how it can be viewed in the SSI context. The third section also pre-
sents the governance frameworks, their requirements, and some real examples 
of the SSI governance framework. The fourth section introduces software eco-
system modeling and its options with the limitations of each option  

2.1 Digital Identity 

Identity is one of the main attributes that distinguish one person from another. 
Psychologists define identity as a mix of beliefs, personality, and expres-
sions(Ishola, 2019). Technology provided a new scope of identity that could be 
utilized in cyberspace. In the last few years, many people have spent much time 
online doing their work, reading news, shopping, and interacting with other 
people using different social media applications. Relying on online activities 
highlighted the need to define and manage a new identity scope to distinguish 
one user from another online (Mühle et al., 2018). This new scope is called digi-
tal Identity. 

Digital Identity is defined as a way for people to prove who they are and 
what they say online(Cameron, 2005; Mühle et al., 2018). It is also defined as a 
digital copy of a person's physical identity that is used to validate the claims of 
who he/she is. Digital identity has two main parts: First is the data stored and 
transferred online; second is the digital persona and presence of an entity or a 
person (Feher, 2021). Digital identity is not only for people. It is also used to 
identify organizations. Digital organization identity represents an organiza-
tion's existence, vision, mission, interactions, culture, and sense of ac-

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ch9FJ93JqfRgA2ZCDXX_aL3OM3MESie9/edit#heading=h.sqyw64
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tion(Whitley et al., 2014). In a general scope, it determines an online snapshot of 
an entity's characteristics to distinguish it.   

Having a Digital Identity can be done in two simple steps: registration and 
transaction. The first step is identity creation or registration. It is the static part 
of the process. In registration, the user starts to add his real or fake personal 
data that he/ she wants to present, like name, date of birth, place of birth, and 
more identifying information. All data goes into data storage or data registry. 
The second step is the identity transaction. It is the dynamic step when the user 
data is verified at the transaction time. The verification happens when the data 
entered into the system matches the data stored on the data storage during the 
registration process (Step 1 identity creation)(Sullivan, 2018). 

Digital Identity has become a powerful tool to identify users when access-
ing online services. It is usually used for particular purposes and in specific 
contexts, which means that users can choose the presented details of their iden-
tity when accessing different online services (Der et al., 2017). For example, 
some governmental services require the user's name and social number, while 
the same user does not need to provide them in online shopping. The identifica-
tion process happens by authenticating users' attributes (Schardong & Custódio, 
2021). 

Digital Identity and physical identity are at the same level of importance. 
Digital identity gives the users the right to reflect their persona based on their 
interests and the context of practices, the same as physical identity. In other 
words, each person can have many digital identities and leave a different digital 
footprint based on how he/she wants to represent himself. It also gives the us-
ers the right to anonymity in online activities, making users more active partici-
pants  (Costa & Torres, 2011).In an organizational context. 

 Digital identity is related to cost-saving. Online services are cheaper than 
human services(Sullivan, 2018). For sure, the implementation of digital services, 
including software innovation, is high initially, but in the long run, it saves 
costs related to human activities in business and makes the work more effi-
cient(Rahimi, 2019)  

Risks related to digital identity attract the researchers' attention. Digital 
Identity must resist forgery, fraud, and personal information leakage (Schar-
dong & Custódio, 2021), so the most common risks related to digital identity are 
privacy breaches and identity theft. A privacy breach happens when the identi-
ty data is disclosed intentionally or unintentionally to a third party. The third-
party can access the user's identity, and it could accelerate identity theft. Identi-
ty theft means that the user loses access to his identity and can be used by 
someone else. Identity theft could take the owner to court or destroy his reputa-
tion  (Ayaburi & Treku, 2020; Ben Ayed, 2011). 

Recently many public and private organizations have become interested in 
Digital Identity, like digital identity workgroups and digital identity communi-
ty groups. Digital identity organizations aim to find solutions for Digital identi-
ty trustworthiness and security issue. It also aims to facilitate digital identity in 
the organizational context. The latest research for the DGX digital identity 
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workgroup 1about digital identity is the COVID environment and how it could 
be utilized to develop the trading and traveling sector. Identity and digital iden-
tity are the main concepts of the SSI ecosystems. 

2.2 Self Sovereign Identity  

Self-Sovereign Identity(SSI) is an identity management model that can also be 
seen as a technology. In SSI, governance plays an equally important role as the 
technological solution. The first section presents SSI as an identity ecosystem 
and how governance regulates the interaction among the players. The second 
section is the technological solution that ensures trustworthiness using block-
chain technology and messaging protocols to secure data transactions among 
network nodes. The third section addresses the SSI principles and the metrics 
used to evaluate SSI. 

2.2.1 Self-Sovereign Identity ecosystems 

SSI emerged strongly in the last few years(Wang & De Filippi, 2020a). Although 
SSI does not have a specific definition, it is described as a form of identity man-
agement that allows users to own and manage their digital identity (Mühle et 
al., 2018). Also, it is described as a further evolution of non-centric identity 
management models that give complete control of data to users. SSI does not 
rely on a central trusted authority, and credential owners are granted selective 
credentials disclosure (Abraham et al., 2021). 
The credentials used to present the digital identity are different from the claims. 
Claims are statements about a subject, while credentials are claims with some 
metadata like the issuer and the validity period. The metadata provides the util-
ity conditions for the claims (Mühle et al., 2018).  

Verifiable credentials are the digital form of the documents used as cre-
dentials in everyday life like passports, identification cards, birth certificates, 
university certificates, and more(Lux et al., 2020). Like real-life, verifiable cre-
dentials are like legal documents that need to be protected by their owners. Ver-
ifiable credentials are stored on digital wallets, mobile phones, or iCloud 
(Sporny et al., 2019). Credentials are disclosed upon their owner's choice (Wang 
& De Filippi, 2020b). 

SSI provided a different model for users; it differentiates itself by being a 
non-centric identity management model. Previous identity management models 
made the Service Provider the center of the model, and the user has only the 
license to use his identity (Abraham et al., 2021; Laatikainen, Kolehmainen, & 
Abrahamsson, 2021). Users see SSI ecosystems as a system that gives them con-
trol over the digital copy of their data and lets them decide what level of infor-

 
1https://www.tech.gov.sg/files/media/corporate-

publications/FY2021/dgx_2021_digital_identity_in_response_to_covid-19.pdf 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ONRe4l
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Uls1rR
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mation they want to share and for whom they would like to share (Schardong & 
Custódio, 2021). 

Abraham et al. described SSI as a human-centric paradigm, meaning that 
the user is the center and the main initiator for the authentication pro-
cess(Abraham et al., 2021). Furthermore, it ended the ownership and control of 
the identity providers on the users' credentials(Naik & Jenkins, 2020), meaning 
the roles acting in the verification process changed and did not include Service 
Providers anymore.  

SSI ecosystems' have prominent roles, and the verifiable credentials are 
exchanged between these roles to achieve a trusted transaction. The prominent 
SSI roles are the Holder, Issuer, Verifier, and governance authority(Laatikainen, 
Kolehmainen, Li, et al., 2021b). Literature and organizations -like E-SSIF lab, 
Sovrin Foundation, and  TrustOverIP Foundation- provided definitions to the 
holder, issuer, verifier, and governance authority. FIGURE 1 shows the Trust 
diamond that explains the relationship among Holder, Issuer, Verifier, and 
Governance authority.  

 

FIGURE 1 Trust Diamond in TrustOverIP Foundation (Trust over IP Foundation, 2020 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?v2pYuR
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?v2pYuR
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The TrustOverIP Foundation glossary provided a detailed description of SSI 
roles. The issuer is an organization or entity that creates or releases the creden-
tials. Credentials could be governmental documents like a passport or driving 
license or non-governmental documents like a gym card or library card. Hold-
ers are the credential owner and the primarily responsible actor for credentials 
security and keeping it in a digital wallet. Holders also are responsible for pre-
senting the credentials when needed. Verifiers are anyone authorized to vali-
date the holder's claims about who he/she is(Trust over IP Foundation, n.d.). 
The governance authority is responsible for governing the ecosystem and pub-
lishing the governance framework. In some ecosystems, governance authority 
can also operate as administrative authority. 

2.2.2 Self-Sovereign Identity as an emerging technology 

SSI uses an emerging technology that supports decentralization. SSI uses a de-
centralized identity model to build a digital Trust mechanism (Davie et al., 
2019a). The decentralized model depends on a trusted peer-to-peer relationship 
among the system actors to enable the actors to exchange credentials without 
control from a third party  (Preukschat & Reed, 2021). The Trust in SSI starts 
with a technological cryptographic trust layer and extends to the human inter-
action trust layer (Sovrin-Glossary-V2.Pdf, n.d.). FIGURE 2 shows the trust lay-
er in the Sovrin stack  

 

FIGURE 2 Sovrin stack representing the trust layers in SSI (Sovrin-Glossary-V2.Pdf, n.d.). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xz4IKl
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xz4IKl
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Y5wr5J
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EP4E8s
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Trust in SSI is built using Decentralized Identifiers (DID). DIDs are unique web 
addresses that refer to a DID subject fully controlled by its owner (Sghaier 
Omar & Basir, 2020). The DID subject has information about DID document, the 
verification method, and the service endpoints. DID document works on 
providing information about how to use the DID. Verification method used for 
the authentication. Service endpoints are necessary for a trusted connection and 
cryptographic material (Wang & De Filippi, 2020a). DIDs use a messaging sys-
tem called DIDComm. DIDComm generates the DIDs, key pairs, subsequent 
key rotation or revocation, and the DID document. All the generated elements 
are essential to establishing the connection(Davie et al., 2019). DIDs need to 
work together with verifiable credentials to support the holder's selective data 
disclosure within SSI ecosystems. 

Verifiable credentials(VCs) are the data describing identification attributes 
stored in distributed ledgers. VCs should include the credential type, subject, 
issuing authority, constraints, and physical attributes(Sporny et al., 2019). VCs 
exchange within the ecosystems must be protected and ensure selective disclo-
sure. It is protected with a digital signature using public and private crypto-
graphic keys. Selective disclosure has zero-knowledge proof to ensure mini-
mum data disclosure to the verifier(Sedlmeir et al., 2021). 

Distributed ledgers are verifiable data registries that enable data encryp-
tion, provenance, timestamping, and immutability in the ecosystem net-
work(Yu et al., 2018). They replicate, share and synchronize DIDs across ledger 
nodes with no central administration. If any changes occur on the ledger and 
the consensus algorithm is satisfied, The change reflects across all nodes. 

The verifiable credential exchange on SSI ecosystems begins when the 
holder asks the issuer for credentials. The issuer creates the credentials, sends 
them to the holder to keep them in his digital wallet, and writes a DID on the 
verifiable data registry so that the verifier can use the DID in the verification 
process. When the holder wants to use his credentials, he needs to present his 
VCs to the verifier.  The holder should show credentials issued from a trusted 
source, and the issuer has not revoked them. The verifiable presentation of the 
credentials enables the holder to prove specific claims or attributes to the verifi-
er. The verifier can ensure the accuracy and authenticity of the credentials from 
the verifiable data registry(Mühle et al., 2018; Schardong & Custódio, 2021). 

2.2.3 Main principels of SSI  

Researchers developed principles to govern and manage  SSI ecosystems. Kim 
Cameron was one of the first researchers who wrote principles for identity in 
his "laws of Identity" (Cameron, 2005). According to Schardong & Custódio, 
The "laws of Identity” influenced Christopher Allen's proposal on SSI princi-
ples(C. Allen, 2016). These principles were categorized into three main catego-
ries: security, controllability, and portability. Security: includes the principles 
that guarantee the security of the user information. Controllability: includes the 
principles that guarantee users full control over their credentials and what at-

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rjGdvU
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tributes to show and what to hide. Portability: includes principles that guaran-
tee users can use their credentials anywhere and not be restricted to one pro-
vider(Tobin et al., 2017). TABLE  1 list of the SSI principles categorized into se-
curity, controllability, and portability principles. 

TABLE  1 SSI basic Principals (Naik & Jenkins, 2020). 

Security Controllability Portability 

Protection Existence  Interoperability 
Persistence Control Transparency  
Minimisation  Consent  Access  

Portability 

These principles ensure control over self-sovereign identity systems by balanc-
ing transparency, fairness, and support. For example (C. Allen, 2016; Cameron, 
2005; Naik & Jenkins, 2020; Schardong & Custódio, 2021).   

• Control refers to the holders' ability to control their identities; they can 
choose what attributes they want to show and what should be updated. 

• Existence ensures that the digital identity of the actor should refer to a 
physical person, organization, or entity. It cannot refer to a virtual actor 

•  Access refers to users' ability to access their identities anytime, any-
where.  

• Transparency means identity administration and operation should be 
open source and transparent to all users. 

• Persistence should be forever or upon users' request.  

• Portability makes sure that identity and its related credentials can be eas-
ily transferred from one device to another and from one platform to an-
other, which requires standardization in structure. 

• Interoperability does not limit identity to a single environment and ena-
bles different identity solutions to communicate on some scale. 

• Consent refers to users' consent on their identity usage is mandatory.  

• Minimization Portability makes sure that identity and its related creden-
tials can be easily transferred from one device to another and from one 
platform to another, which requires standardization in structure. 

• Protection means to protect the identity by using an independent authen-
tication system and prioritizing the individual rights on the network 
identity rights. 

In researchers' and practitioners' trials to evaluate SSI ecosystems, They set met-
rics to evaluate the SSI ecosystem's performance. Metrics mainly include the SSI 
main principles and considered more aspects (Naik & Jenkins, 2020). The pro-
posed metrics are :  

• Storage control gives the identity holder the control over the device and 
the digital wallet used to store his credentials. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?JZB46K
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• Verifiability is to ensure that identity can be verified. The verification 
happens using the identity credentials and with no direct connection be-
tween the issuer and the verifier. 

• Recovery is to have various mechanisms to restore or recover the identity 
if the digital wallet keys are lost or the holding device breaks down.   

• Cost-free is to provide the identity free of charge for everyone.  

• Availability is to make the identity services and solutions available for 
everyone with no discrimination on any basis. 

• Scalability is to make sure that identity solutions are capable of provid-
ing any identity requester to encourage governments and organizations 
to expand SSI utility. 

2.3 Governance and governance framework  

The governance framework is the most crucial element in the SSI ecosystem 
because it provides information about the ecosystem's rules, goals, drivers, and 
elements. The first section discusses governance and SSI governance. The sec-
ond section investigates the governance framework and its requirement. The 
third section shows real-world examples of SSI governance frameworks with 
different goals. 

2.3.1 Governance and SSI governance  

The Oxford dictionary defines governance as "having the right and the authori-
ty to control something." In SSI ecosystems, governance has a similar meaning 
to the Oxford dictionary. Essif lab defined governance in the SSI context as 
"the act or process of governing or overseeing the realization of (the results as-
sociated with) a set of objectives by the owner of these objectives."(ESSIF lab, 
n.d.) 

Many pieces of literature define governance in SSI ecosystems. Some liter-
ature sees it as a process that addresses the needs of ecosystems. Other litera-
ture sees it as actors' collaboration management. Different definitions of gov-
ernance are listed in TABLE  2 

TABLE  2 Governance definitions and how it is viewedTABLE  2 

Governance view  Governance definition  

Process  “It is the process of governing, whether under-
taken by a government, market, or network, 
whether over a family,  tribe, formal or informal 
organization, or territory, and whether through 
laws, norms, power, or language.” (Pelt et al., 
2020) 

Process/Actor management “It is governance as decision rights placement 

https://essif-lab.pages.grnet.gr/framework/docs/terms/action
https://essif-lab.pages.grnet.gr/framework/docs/terms/objective
https://essif-lab.pages.grnet.gr/framework/docs/terms/owner
https://essif-lab.pages.grnet.gr/framework/docs/terms/objective
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and enactment. Also, it is a description of respon-
sibilities and power assigned to actors, who and 
how decisions are made”(Ziolkowski et al., 2019) 

Process “Governance describes the processes by  which 
individuals and groups with ongoing relation-
ships bargain about how to adapt to changes 
within an institutional environment—such as the 
firm, a political or community organization, or in 
market contracting”(D. W. E. Allen & Berg, 2020) 

Actor management /process “Governance refers to the way rules, norms, and 
actons of how people interact with each other are 
structured, sustained, regulated, and held ac-
countably. It is about regulating decision‐making 
processes  among actors involved in a collective 
problem, leading to the creation, reinforcement, 
or reproduction of social norms” (Shermin, 2017) 

SSI governance enables holders to govern their credentials. The credentials are 
owned by the holders who have full control over them. Holders decide who can 
verify credentials when to use them, and where (Abraham et al., 2020; 
Laatikainen, Kolehmainen, Li, et al., 2021a; Naik & Jenkins, 2020; Schmidt et al., 
2021). Governance is not limited to holders only, but also it is owned by a gov-
ernance authority that controls and organizes the whole ecosystem's activities. 
Also, it controls the actors' interaction, including the credential holder. Accord-
ing to the Sovrin organization, governance authority is responsible for "issuing 
Trust Anchor Credentials, Credential Registry Credentials, Auditor Credentials, 
or Auditor Accreditor Credentials"(Sovrin Foundation, 2019b). In addition, it is 
responsible for publishing the Governance frameworks. 

2.3.2 The governance framework and its requirements 

There are various types of governance frameworks- sometimes called 'trust 
frameworks'- such as the security governance framework, IT governance 
framework, and SSI governance framework. 

A security governance framework defines guidelines, and implements 
controls used as a reference for governing information security in all aspects of 
the organization's environment (Veiga & Eloff, 2007). An IT governance frame-
work provides guidelines to clarify decisions, rights, and accountabilities to en-
courage desirable behavior redeemed for incentives (Beck et al., 2018). The SSI 
Governance framework has the same goals as security, and the IT governance 
framework is to “provide guidelines”. SSI governance framework is still differ-
ent due to its unique nature. It includes all the guidelines and standards that 
direct the ecosystem in multiple aspects like business, governance, technology, 
and legal aspects(Laatikainen, Kolehmainen, Li, et al., 2021a).  
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According to TrustOverIP foundation 2 and cheqd 3 , SSI governance 
frameworks have standard requirements. It should be understandable and 
straightforward. Also, the language should be plain and not too formal to edu-
cate the reader about the principles. It should spell out the aspects that creden-
tials operate. The governance framework should deliver value by specifying the 
rules and policies while considering the governance framework principles. It 
should be rigorous, and its outcomes should have the authority and mecha-
nisms to be achieved within the ecosystem scope(cheqd, n.d.; Sovrin Founda-
tion, 2019a). 

2.3.3 Real-world examples of SSI Governance framework  

2.3.3.1 Sovrin Governance Framework 
The most common example for the SSI ecosystem is the Sovrin Governance 
Framework. It includes the principles, policies, terminology, and standards that 
enable different trust communities to define their digital credentials and ad-
dress their specific needs, scope, and outcomes. Sovrin governance framework 
is a document that presents the ecosystem, direct principles, list agreements, 
and terminology explicitly used in the ecosystem domain, in addition to tech-
nical specifications, standards, policies, and more about the ecosystem.  The 
Sovrin Governance Framework document consists of three documents: (1)the 
primary document, (2)the legal agreements, and (3) and policies. The primary 
document has the master document, the glossary, and the trust assurance report. 
The legal agreements cover the steward agreement, data processing agreement, 
transaction author agreement, and transaction ending data processing agree-
ment. The third part is the policies; it includes the governance policies, ledger 
access policies, business policies, technical and organizational policies, econom-
ic policies, and trust mark policies  (the Sovrin Governance Framework Work-
ing Group, 2018). 

2.3.3.2 Cheqd governance framework 
One other example of the SSI governance framework is the Cheqd governance 
framework. Cheqd governance framework focus on creating a new business 
model for verifiable credentials. Its core is understanding the acknowledgment 
of how the system runs. In addition, it demonstrates accessible and democratic 
ways to influence decisions, clear communication, transparency, and inclusivity. 
Cheqd governance framework presents the principles in the Cheqd network 
and how the network was built to be more decentralized over time. It explains 
their view of governance in the form of laws and guidelines, principles, social 
norms, markets, and economic architecture. Cheqd view of governance can be 
detected clearly in its rules, boundaries, missions, rewards systems, and pun-

 
2  

https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/ToIP+Governance+Metamodel+Specification 
3 https://docs.cheqd.io/governance/ 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?YFDJJq
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?YFDJJq
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ishments. Cheqd network governance can be impacted by off-chain forums or 
on-chain proposals. 

2.3.3.3 The Good Health Pass Interoperability Blueprint. 
Another example is the Good Health Pass (GHP) interoperability blueprint4. It 
is a document issued and approved by the Interoperability Working Group for 
Good Health Pass. The document describes the main goal for the ecosystem. It 
reopens global traveling after the covid pandemic. It provides solutions for in-
teroperability challenges in a distributed and decentralized ecosystem. It spans 
the health and travel sectors; The document lists the principles and norms that 
drive the blueprint, like restoring confidence, promoting equity, building trust, 
and data control. GHP contains the terminologies used to differentiate the cre-
dentials from the pass, the design choices like being human-centric, equity and 
inclusion, and decentralization. It describes the ecosystem and its integration 
with open standards. The GHP interoperability blueprint includes a detailed 
description of the standards, data models, credentials format and protocols, 
data privacy regulations, and public health policies in different legal jurisdic-
tions.  It also lists recommendations on the user experience, security privacy, 
data protection, and identity binding. 

2.4 Software Ecosystem Modeling 

Software ecosystem modeling is an old trend in presenting software ecosystems. 
Modeling is a way to analyze and view software ecosystems (Jansen et al., 2015). 
It is a vital factor in developing the software ecosystem; it supports a good un-
derstanding of principles, analysis of design, and construction activities(France 
& Rumpe, 2005). It aims to present the activities within the ecosystem, the se-
quence of these activities, the actors doing those activities, and for a deeper lev-
el of modeling, it represents the ecosystem entity details(Giaglis, 2001; Hong & 
Bae, 2000). Modeling software ecosystems is essential because it decreases the 
ecosystem's complexity by developing the communication between various ac-
tors' categories (technical, business, legal, managerial)within the same ecosys-
tem (Barclay et al., 2020). The following sections explain different options for 
software modeling and their basic features. 

2.4.1 Options for Modeling Software Ecosystems 

Modeling software ecosystems was the interest of researchers over time. It de-
veloped and improved over time to create more value for and satisfy the needs 
of software practitioners. Modeling software ecosystems have different ap-
proaches like UML, MDA, Istar, ArchiMate, and DSM. All these approaches 
will be presented in this section. 

 
4 https://www.goodhealthpass.org/blueprint 
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UML is one of the earliest modeling languages supported in the software indus-
try. It is an object-oriented language that uses classes, methods, attributes, and 
relationships to visualize models. It can model both static and dynamic soft-
ware systems. It was widely used among information system users in the nine-
ties for its simplicity compared to KIF. It facilitates the decisions related to con-
cepts. It helps provide a visual view of the ecosystem, but it does not support 
decision-making, automation, or object reuse (Cranefield & Purvis, 1999; Kelly 
& Tolvanen, 2008a).  

MDA is an approach for modeling software ecosystems. It supports soft-
ware design, specification, and development. Its technique is to detach the logi-
cal side from the platform technology to create model series of models accord-
ing to three views: Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Inde-
pendent Model (PIM), and Platform Specific Model (PSM). CIM, PIM, and PSM 
models represent the same idea from different views, but each model exists in-
dependently and is not linked by any means to other models (Abdelhedi et al., 
2017; OMG standards development organization, n.d.). The main disadvantage 
of MDA is that the codes are generated directly from the models. For every 
change or any maintenance for codes or models, all the series of models and 
codes need to be refined, making it an eliminated option for agile ecosystems 
(Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a). 

ArchiMate is a modeling approach developed to model enterprise archi-
tectures. It has the ability to analyze and visualize the relationships within a 
specific domain. It can present information flow, organization structure, and 
business process. This research is interested in ArchiMate's ability to model IT 
systems, infrastructure, and business components. It supports the visualization 
of IT systems with their relations and dependencies. Also, It supports agili-
ty(Josey et al., 2016). Despite that, it is not the best option for modeling all soft-
ware ecosystems for two reasons. The first reason is the limited availability of 
human-centric vision in the governance layer and the lack of data storage ob-
jects in the technology layers. The second reason is the absence of legal and 
regulatory objects like laws, acts, agreements, standards, and much more.  

Istar is the first modeling language used for modeling SSI ecosystems. It is 
an actor-based modeling approach. It takes the user to a different level of detail. 
It does not describe only the basic structure and activities of the ecosystem, but 
it also goes deeper into the main actors of the ecosystems and their goals. It can 
describe the main resources and needs. Istar provides two perspectives for the 
models. First is the dependencies and relations among actors. Second is the jus-
tification for the actor behavior like goals, tasks, activities, and resources. one of 
its main advantages is its focus on a specific domain and its flexibility(Dalpiaz 
et al., 2016). The main disadvantages of Istar are that it can not produce codes 
and has no guidelines for the modeling process. (Handoyo, 2017) 

Domain-specific modeling is a modeling approach used to design and de-
velop software systems. It supports agility and can be developed for specific 
domains like SSI ecosystems. It will be explained in more detail in the following 
section.  
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2.4.2 Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) 

DSM is a modeling approach that makes the development process fast and easy. 
DSM works to solve a specific domain problem. The resulting solution can be 
customized to the organization's rules, concepts, and culture. Non-technical 
users could utilize it because coding is not needed anymore (Kärnä et al., 2009). 
According to Steven Kelly and JP Tolvanen, DSM does two important things" 
First, raise the level of abstraction beyond programming by specifying the solu-
tion in a language that directly uses concepts and rules from a specific problem 
domain. Second, generate final products in a chosen programming language or 
another form from these high-level specifications." 

For any domain, the development process in DSM aims to create three 
primary outcomes: the modeling language(DSL), the code generator, and the 
framework (Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a). DSL is a way or a method to describe 
and generate a series of programs on a specific domain. It has syntax and se-
mantics to represent objects' properties and connections. It has graphical and 
textual features for better representation (Van Deursen & Klint, 2002). Code 
generators are responsible for transforming the models into written codes. This 
process is automated and does not need any editing or inspection from a hu-
man actor, but it can also be edited manually. The framework is a layer that 
works as a median between the code generator and the platform to avoid com-
plexity and repetition. 

One of the most important advantages of DSM is that it supports agility. It 
supports agility and reusability not only from the business perspective but also 
from the language definition itself. If the customer asked for improvement to 
the language body, like changing symbols, the changes are only done on the 
code generator, and no updates need to be made to the models. From the busi-
ness perspective, if the customer wants to update the models, they can be easily 
modified and reflect on reused elements at once. 

Organizations consider DSM is a successful approach for many reasons. It 
enabled organizations to develop in-house business solutions without outsourc-
ing or hiring developers. It increases business productivity and agility. In case 
Organizations need extra features for their modeling language, Users can use a 
visual interface to be part of the production process; hence, users can easily 
guide the developer to the production-specific requirements. It facilitates the 
interactions between the developers and the non-technical user. It saves money 
and effort(Kärnä et al., 2009; Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a). 

Developers also consider DSM a successful approach for many reasons. 
DSM constructs are easily communicated with users from the domain because 
they are extracted from the domain, making them familiar. DSM operates in a 
limited scope which makes the framework building less challenging. The DSM 
component reusability is very high within the same business disciplines, mak-
ing the delivery faster and more efficient.  

According to this research scope, the most important outcome of DSM is 
the domain-specific language(DSL). DSL is the first and most critical part of the 
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DSM solution. The goal of DSL is to produce a software product to model sys-
tems with a higher-level language. It takes many steps to have a DSL. It starts 
with defining the language. Defining a DSL is not as complex as defining a gen-
eral language because it focuses on the small scope with a specific concept and 
specific vocabulary for the language. Defining DSL takes many phases that are 
described in the following points(Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a; Van Deursen & 
Klint, 2002) 

• The first phase in defining the language is identifying the language con-
cepts.  In this phase, the language developers need to understand the 
domain to map its main concepts. Concepts can be identified from the 
problem domain concepts and/or by consulting the problem domain ex-
perts. In addition, the concept identification can be supported by the 
business architecture, existing products, business specifications, and 
business patterns. This can not be done in one iteration; it takes many it-
erations to define the concepts. The number of iterations depends on 
multiple factors like the domain size and the extent to which the devel-
opers understand the domain. Let us note that The language definition 
process is iterative and can be changed with the requirements changes. 
The changes can take place at any phase.  

• The second phase is to map the identified domain concepts into model-
ing concepts. In this phase, developers think about how the domain con-
cepts can be utilized in the DSL in symbolic presentation. The primary 
domain concepts are usually mapped into modeling objects. Other do-
main concepts are mapped as roles, relationships, and properties. Devel-
opers should create the language definitions guidelines at this phase, like 
creating naming policies, keeping the language simple, minimizing the 
modeling work, adding definitions for each element, and considering the 
extension possibilities. 

• The third phase is formalizing the language with metamodeling. The 
main goal of this phase is to make the modeling language guide the 
modeling work. The metamodeling process begins with drawing the 
modeling concepts and their possible connections. Developers start to 
create objects, properties, relationships, and roles. Developers should 
make sure after the language implementation that the models are under-
standable by the domain users and decision-makers even if the modeling 
concepts are not familiar to them.  

• The fourth phase is defining the modeling rules. It provides guidance for 
the users on the best way to use the modeling language. Defining the 
language rules helps prevent errors, have a design pattern, identify miss-
ing concepts, and ensure language specification consistency. The rules 
are domain and modeling rules. The domain rules include the unique-
ness of object names, forcing some properties to objects, connection rules, 
setting default values, and structuring hierarchies. The modeling rules 
prevent modelers from making mistakes. For example, prevent the mod-
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elers from establishing a new relationship before deleting the old rela-
tionship or adding two objects with the same name.  

• The fifth phase is creating the language notations. Notations give a visu-
alization of the modeling concepts. To ensure good presentions for the 
DSL elements, the notions should be graphical, textual, or a mix of both. 
The graphical notions add symbols to give the user a hint of what that 
object could be. The textual notations enable adding text to name or ex-
plain.  

The main advantage of DSM is that agility is one of its constructs, This theory is 
built on the fact that all ecosystems can not still be the same, and it is customary 
to change over time. It also supports code generation without any human re-
finement, decision making, object reuse, and flexibility in creating new domain 
objects when needed. 
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3 Introduction to Case Study and the Modelling Lan-
guage 

This chapter introduces the case study and the new modeling language used in 
this study field. The following sections present the case study(Yoma) as an or-
ganization, its goals, business process, and technologies Yoma relies on. The 
second part introduces the modeling language (Ecosystem Governance Com-
pass), the mental model behind it, and its definition. 

3.1 Yoma 

Yoma5 (youth agency and a marketplace) is a digital platform that enables 
youth participants to create a digital CV. Yoma platform provides participants 
with educational opportunities. Participants had to pass educational challenges 
or impact task challenges to find employment paths.  Yoma rewards youth par-
ticipation with tokens (ZLTO) to be spent on goods and services such as mobile 
network airtime or premium education opportunities in the Yoma market-
place.  Yoma uses AI to build personalized learning pathways for youth and 
impact tasks as challenges to engage youth in activities that have a positive en-
vironmental or social impact on their communities. In addition, Yoma helps 
youth to find jobs that match their aspirations and psychometric profile. Yoma 
also aims to build self-confidence and trust within local communities. The 
Yoma ecosystem has been built using a value-based engineering methodology 
in which youth defined their core values as privacy, personal self-development, 
trust, community, fairness, and inclusion.  It is an ecosystem solution that links 
youth participants with opportunities provided by a wide range of partners, 
such as private enterprises, Social Impact Organizations, and future employers. 

Yoma uses verifiable credentials to help youth build their digital identity 
in a digital CV. They can find new experiential learning opportunities by com-

 
5 https://www.yoma.africa 
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pleting impact tasks or 'challenges'; then, they are awarded a verifiable creden-
tial added to their digital CVs. Youth can use their digital CVs to find jobs on 
the same platform where employers verify using SSI. Youth are also awarded 
digital tokens for completing impact tasks or challenges.  Tokens can be re-
deemed in physical or intellectual marketplace awards(Johnson, 2020).  

Yoma has the general governance framework requirements like simplicity, 
understandability, plain language, and delivering value. At the same time, it 
has its own requirements due to operating in specific business disci-
plines(educational and environmental sectors). Yoma governance framework's 
particular requirements are to follow the TOIP foundation governance meta-
model. Yoma chose TrustOverIP governance framework because it is based on 
open standards that enable Yoma to operate across different sectors (education, 
environment) and put the holder (youth participants) at the center of the eco-
system design. In addition, as Yoma is still in an early innovation phase, it does 
not yet have a legal entity that can act as a governing authority.  

3.2 Ecosystem Governance Compass  

Yoma models were built using a new modeling tool called Ecosystem Govern-
ance Compass 6(EGC)(Kolehmainen et al., To be submitted). EGC is a new tool 
developed based on domain-specific modeling theory(Tolvanen & Rossi, 2003). 
It is developed by the Startuplab at the University of Jyvaskyla. EGC aims to 
build and manage blockchain governance and satisfy the unique requirements 
for SSI ecosystems. The domain EGC operates on is the SSI ecosystems. It helps 
ecosystem practitioners to plan and automatize governance frameworks. It pro-
vides actions, system methods, and processes to make different ecosystem lay-
ers for different stakeholders.  

EGC's mental model describes the language constructs. It handles four as-
pects: Governance, business, legal and regulatory context, and technology. The 
objects of the governance aspect are actors in the ecosystem and their roles. It 
also identifies the rights, rules, and responsibilities per actor/role. It explains 
the incentives that each actor/ role would gain for participating in the ecosys-
tem. The business aspect identifies the main business activities per actor/role. 
The Business aspect shows the revenue models and the costs for each actor/role 
with business activities. The legal and regulatory context identifies the laws, 
regulations, legal, and technology standards the ecosystem requires to comply 
with. It also identifies the legal agreements or contracts that control the interac-
tion among different actors. The technology aspect identifies the technical ser-
vices, the technology components, data objects, and data storage.  

EGC has supportive relationships and properties that the modeler can cus-
tomize according to case needs. EGC formalizes itself with a color code to dis-
tinguish each aspect. The governance layer color is purple, the business layer 

 
6 https://gitlab.com/jyu-startup-lab/ecosystem-governance-compass-jyu 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?PlZq5O
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color is yellow, the technology layer color is green, and the legal and regulatory 
layer color is orange. The user can quickly notice that the objects used on mod-
els belong to which layer. Also,  it uses different shapes(notions) to represent 
the objects rectangles, triangles, cylinders, ovals, and hexagons to represent the 
objects. It also uses main containers and sub-containers for better object group-
ing and representation. 

EGC sets many language rules to avoid modeling mistakes and has a good 
model presentation. The domain rules are general rules like the naming starts 
with capital letters, objects can not duplicate names have the same names, set 
default values for the properties, and many more rules. The modeling rules in 
EGC are left as comments to give the modelers the freedom to present the mods 

The notions in EGC are graphical and textual. Each object has a symbol on 
the upper right side that tells about the object's activity. All objects have a space 
for names and a description area where the modelers can add a detailed de-
scription for the object. 
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4 Research Method 

In this chapter, the research methodology is explained.   Also, it explains the 
work procedure in Yoma, including the data collection and data analysis and 
the main milestones in the model creation.  

This research work is a field study that aims to help SSI practitioners de-
velop the governance framework using modeling. The research was done in 
collaboration with the Yoma task force. The research uses an exploratory quali-
tative approach. The exploratory qualitative approach helped the data collec-
tion process be unbiased toward the expected research results (Edmondson & 
McManus, 2007).  

4.1 Data collection  

The data collection method in this research is active participant observa-
tion(Takyi, 2015). Active participation observation helped collect the empirical 
data during the task force meetings, value-based engineering workshops, risk 
assessment workshops, technology team meetings, business team meetings, and 
legal and regulatory team meetings. 

The collaboration with Yoma started in May 2021. It took about two 
months with the task force meeting to overview the project and the key players 
and their responsibilities. After that started to work on Yoma layers one by one. 
First started with a governance layer, then the business layer, after that the 
technology layer, and finally the legal and regulatory layer  

The empirical data was collected as notes during the meetings and coded 
on a predefined spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was designed according to the 
requirements for the EGC mental models. Building Yoma models took place in 
accordance with writing the Yoma governance framework.  

EGC and the governance framework development had two evaluation 
phases. The first phase of evaluation was in a meeting with the Yoma project 
managers. The second evaluation phase was with the Yoma task force, which 
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combines all the stakeholders together. FIGURE 3 shows the timeline for the 
collaboration with Yoma.  

 

FIGURE 3 Yoma Participation Timeline 

The meetings started in May 2021 with the Yoma project manager. The main 
goal of the meeting is to introduce the tool and discuss what aspects EGC can 
help Yoma's governance framework. The governance layer modeling is dis-
cussed with the Yoma project manager and the Yoma task force. The business 
layer modeling is discussed with the Yoma project manager and the business 
team. The technology layer modeling is discussed with the technology team. 
The legal layer modeling is discussed with the legal team. TABLE  3 shows the 
Yoma meeting table. 

TABLE  3 Yoma Meeting Table 

Meeting objective Date  Duration in 
minutes 

Participants 

• introduction to 
Ecosystem govern-
ance compass and 
how it is going to 
help Yoma 

7-May-21 30 Yoma Project man-
ager 

• discussion about 
the technical team 
expectation from 
the Ecosystem 
Governance Com-
pass and how to 
fulfill it 

13-May-21 60 Yoma Technology 
team 

• Review require-
ments for Interim 
Governance Au-
thority 

18-May-21 60 Yoma Task Force 
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• Get support from 
the task force to 
find the Interim 
GA. 

• Get feedback from 
the Ecosystem gov-
ernance compass 
Exercise. 

• Addressing re-
quirements for the 
governance model 

7-Jun-21 30 Yoma project man-
ager 

• looking into the 
technical side of 
modeling 

• Creating meta-
models and new 
objects to fit the 
Yoma case 

8-Jun-21 60 Block chain and Dig-
ital Identity Research 
Team (Startup lab) at 
University of 
Jyvaskyla 

• EVR specification 
workshop YOMA | 
Value-based Engi-
neering 

9-Jun-21 120 Yoma Task Force 

• How will the Yoma 
process work.? 

• Target achievement 
as outlined in the 
straw man process. 

• What are key 
sources for 
UNICEF Policies 
and Best Practice 
links Sovrin Eco-
system GF for Re-
quirements, Layer 
1 Requirements, 
and Custodian 
Rules & Policies? 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass feed-
back. 

15-Jun-21 60 Yoma Task Force 

• Collecting the 
technology needs 
of the technical 
team to update 
EGC 

17-Jun-21 60 Yoma Technology 
team 

• Addressing and 
implementing the 
technical require-
ment for the Yoma 
technology model 

18-Jun-21 60 Blockchain and Digi-
tal Identity Research 
Team (Startup lab) at 
the University of 
Jyvaskyla 

• EVR specification 
workshop YOMA | 

18-Jun-21 120 Yoma Task Force 
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Value-based Engi-
neering (2) 

• addressing Gov-
ernance incentives 
and Risks 

24-Jun-21 30 Yoma project man-
ager 

• Business require-
ments preparation 
(1) 

24-Jun-21 30 Yoma business team  

• updating the gov-
ernance model re-
quirements (1) 

29-Jun-21 60 Yoma project man-
ager 

• Risk assessment 
process. 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass dis-
cussion feedback. 

•  Custodianship 
Discussion Docu-
ment 

29-Jun-21 60 Yoma Task Force 

• Risk assessment 
workshop explain-
ing the Yoma risk 
assessment ap-
proaches. 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass feed-
back. 

30-Jun-21 60 Yoma task force 

• Business require-
ments prepara-
tion(2) 

30-Jun-21 60 Yoma business team 

• EVR specification 
workshop YOMA | 
Value-based Engi-
neering (3) 

2-Jul-21 120 Yoma Task Force 

• updating the gov-
ernance model re-
quirements (2) 

6-Jul-21 60 Yoma project man-
ager 

• discussion about 
the motivation of 
each actor to share 
on Yoma 

• Addressing the 
revenue model and 
costs 

21-Jul-21 60 Yoma Business Team 

• Antitrust Policy 
Notice. 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass feed-
back. 

• Custodianship 
conversation de-

27-Jul-21 60 Yoma Task Force 
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veloped with sup-
port from Sovrin's 
Guardianship WG. 

• ESSIF Lab Mental 
Models and Glos-
sary. 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass up-
dates. 

• Risk Assessment 
updates. 

• Reviewing and 
adding to the Gov-
ernance Frame-
work Terminology 

• Changes in Yoma 
Scope 

10-Aug-21 60 Yoma Task Force 

• Introducing Eco-
system governance 
compass 

• presenting how it 
helped to develop 
the Yoma Govern-
ance framework 

2-Sep-21 60 DIF Africa call Au-
dience 

• Updates on Ecosys-
tem governance 
compass and risk 
assessment. 

• Reviewing the 
Governance 
Framework. Need 
for Interim GA. 

• Yoma next Steps 

7-Sep-21 60 Yoma Task Force 

• Collecting the 
technology re-
quirements (1) 

21-Sep-21 60 Yoma Technology 
team  

• Collecting the 
technology re-
quirements (2) 

30-Sep-21 60 Yoma Technology 
team 

• Human Experience 
WG has agreed to 
support Yoma in 
developing the HX 
Controlled Docu-
ment plan with 
Yoma's UX team 
Finalising the GF 

5-Oct-21 60 Yoma Task Force 

• Collecting the legal 
and regulatory re-
quirements  

11-Oct-21 60 Yoma project man-
ager 

• Discussion on  
building Yoma eq-

18-Oct-21 60 Yoma task force 
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uity among youth. 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass feed-
back. 

• proposed 'Interim 
Youth Council.' 

• Finalizing 
the glossary with 
CTWG 

• Discussion on the 
human experience 
of Yoma govern-
ance 

• Ecosystem govern-
ance compass feed-
back. 

25-Oct-21 60 Yoma task force 

• Evaluation session 
for the Ecosystem 
governance com-
pass 

26-Oct-21 60 Yoma project man-
ager 
Blockchain and Digi-
tal Identity Research 
Team (Startup lab) at 
the University of 
Jyvaskyla 

• Evaluation session 
for the Ecosystem 
governance com-
pass 

16-Nov-21 60 Yoma task force 

4.2 Model creation  

Model creation took place in four phases accordingly to data collection. Data 
were extracted from the meeting minutes and the initial document for the gov-
ernance framework undergoing continuous development during all four phases. 

 Phase one: Governance models, the key actors were modeled and their 
roles in the ecosystem, then linked each actor/role to their rights, responsibili-
ties, and incentives gained from being part of the ecosystem, considering each 
actor could have only one role or multiple roles; for example, Education Oppor-
tunity Provider had two roles the first is Youth Credential Issuer, and the sec-
ond is a Yoma Organizational Member. 

 Phase two: Modeling business aspects. The primary concern was the 
business activities of each actor/role. They were linked to their revenue model 
and to the expected costs, including cost type (fixed or variable). 

 Phase Three: Technology model. The technology model represents 
Yoma's services, for example, Employment Provider Onboarding, Notifications, 
and Credentialing. It also represents technology components, for example, the 
Yoma platform, framework, applications, and middleware. Lastly, data objects 

https://trustoverip.github.io/yoma/glossary.html
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and data storage, Indy ledger, Aries wallet, and different data storage compo-
nents. 

 Phase four: Legal and regulatory aspects. The legal and regulatory model 
represents all the agreements that control actors’/roles' interaction. It also rep-
resents all relevant standards for the ecosystem, for example, GDPR, VC, DID, 
DIDComm. 

4.3 Evaluation  

The participation in the Yoma task force helped to study the effect of modeling 
in developing the Yoma governance framework. The feedback and evaluation 
were based on a discussion with the Yoma task force that belongs under Trust 
Over IP Foundation's Ecosystem Foundry Working Group 7and the project 
manager of the Yoma. The discussions focused on two areas. First, Does build-
ing the models help achieve Yoma governance framework requirements like 
simplicity and understandability? Second, how Yoma helped EGC identify its 
strength points and Yoma's view of the changes that need to be done to develop 
EGC further and provide value for ecosystems.  

 
7 https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/YOMA+Ecosystem+Task+Force 
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5 FINDINGS 

5.1 Yoma models  

Building the Yoma model happened in four phases. Each phase is concerned 
with one model, and each model provides a visual view of an aspect of the eco-
system (governance, business, legal, technology, legal and regulatory). Model 
creation started with collecting and analyzing data, then implementing the 
models. Each model has all the related details about the aspect. As Yoma is a 
human-centric SSI ecosystem and its primary concern is the credential holder, 
EGC followed the same perspective in its way. EGC's primary concern is ac-
tors/roles. Actors/roles are the starting point for the model creation; then, all 
other details are organized around them. The following sections explain each 
model, followed by the model picture—the overall picture of the whole ecosys-
tem in Appendix1. For a bigger model picture, please visit the startuplab 
GitLab8. 

5.1.1 Governance 

The governance model's primary concern is to list the actors participating in the 
Yoma ecosystem. The actor is an entity capable of performing behaviors or ac-
tivities in Yoma. The governance model attaches a role to each actor. The role is 
the characteristic set of behaviors or activities undertaken by Yoma actors. Mul-
tiple actors can share the same role if they perform the same activities. For ex-
ample, Guardian and Youth share the role of Educational Credential Holders. 
Social Impact Organization, Education Opportunity Provider, and Youth Cre-
dential Verifier also share the same role as Yoma Organizational Member. The 
governance model presents actors/roles with essential details like the rights, 
responsibilities, rules, and incentives. Rights are a privilege to perform a partic-

 
8 https://gitlab.com/jyu-startup-lab/ecosystem-governance-compass-jyu/-

/tree/main/models/Yoma%20v3  
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ular behavior or activity. Responsibility is a behavior or action that actors or 
roles can be held accountable for. The rule is a regulation or principle that gov-
erns conduct in Yoma. The incentives are the motivational factor of the actors or 
roles to take action. The governance model is shown in FIGURE 4  

 

FIGURE 4 Yoma Governance Model 

The first actor in Yoma ecosystem is the youth. Youth have two roles at Yoma: a 
Yoma Member and an Educational Credential Holder. Youth as Yoma Members 
are responsible for completing and updating the digital CV and completing ed-
ucational challenges. They have rights like ceasing their membership, revoking 
Guardianship when they reach 18 years old, appointing a Guardian if youth 
under 18 years old, requesting credential issuance when he/she is eligible for it, 
and using the Yoma Member badge on the CV. Yoma Member has a rule that 
youth should meet the age constrain of 18 years old. If the youth is 16, he/she 
can register to Yoma, but he/she should appoint a Guardian.  

As Educational Credential Holders, youth responsibilities are to ensure 
the VCs are updated to digital CV, use the VCs' selective disclosure, and check 
their VCs' accuracy. Credential holders have the right to choose the party they 
want to share their credentials with and what to share. Also, they can ask for 
VCs issuance. The credential holder gains multiple incentives from Y, such as 
growing their experience and skills, the personal and social impact from the 
learning experience, and thriving by having better job opportunities.  

The second actor is the Guardian. The Guardian role is an Educational 
Credential Holder. Guardian is responsible for legally representing youth un-
der 18. Guardian is not the actual credential holder, but his role is to support 
youth under 18 to be part of the ecosystem, meaning that Guardians do not 
have any rules, rights, or incentives.  
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The third actor is the Education Opportunity Provider. Its role is Yoma 
Organizational Member. Yoma Organizational Member is responsible for main-
taining and updating the company profile. Also, it is responsible for guiding the 
actions of legal delegates (lawyers or employees). Yoma Organizational Mem-
ber has the right to post and remove educational opportunities, create and edit 
company profile, appoint a delegate, and use the Yoma Member badge or 
branding. 

Education Opportunity Provider has another role as youth Credential Is-
suer. The Credential Issuer is responsible for notifying the Incentive Provider of 
Zlto youth recipients and issuing VCs for eligible youth (Zlto is a digital token 
awarded for passing challenges in addition to the credentials ). Education Op-
portunity Provider has the right to issue and revoke VCs and specify youth 
qualification. Their incentive to be a Yoma Member is to gain a good reputation 
and have a paid fee for courses.  

The fourth actor is Social Impact Organization. It has two roles; Yoma Or-
ganizational Member and youth Credential Issuer. It shares the same responsi-
bilities, rights, and incentives as an organizational member with the third actor 
(Education Opportunity Provider). In addition, it is responsible for generating 
impact tasks and has the right to post them on the Yoma platform in coopera-
tion with the Education Opportunity Provider. 

The fifth actor is the job opportunity provider. Jobs opportunity provider 
role is a Youth Credential Verifier. The Youth Credential Verifier is responsible 
for adding and removing the job offers, verifying the Youth VCs, and ensuring 
employment policies are followed. Youth Credential Verifier has the right to 
accept or reject VCs after verification and request proof of qualifications on the 
CV. The Youth Credential Verifier incentives to be part of Yoma include having 
skilled employees and reducing recruitment costs. Jobs opportunity provider 
has another role as Yoma Organizational Member. It has the same rights and 
responsibilities as (Social Impact Organizations and Education Opportunity 
Providers). 

The sixth actor is Marketplace Participant. The Marketplace Participant 
role is a Business Partner. Business Partners do not have shared responsibilities 
or rights at Yoma because they do different business activities. On the other 
hand, Business Partners have shared incentives: to get a paid fee and have a 
good reputation. Marketplace Participants as an actor has their responsibilities 
like rewarding eligible youth. It has the right to check ZLTO credit for youth. It 
also has its incentive, which is customer acquisition.  

The seventh actor is the Technology Provider. The Technology Provider's 
role is a Custodian. Custodian is responsible for hosting the digital wallets, exe-
cuting digital transactions, complying with the governance framework general 
principles, and supporting the VC holders offline. It has another role as a Busi-
ness Partner, so it has the same incentives as the Marketplace Participant. Tech-
nology Provider has other responsibilities as an actor, like writing documenta-
tion associated with services provided, building and developing a Yoma plat-
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form, and providing consultation when needed. It also has its own rights, like 
ceasing youth accounts using Yoma infrastructure.  

The eighth actor is Yoma Social Enterprise. Yoma Social Enterprise's role is 
Yoma Infrastructure Operator. Yoma Infrastructure Operator is responsible for 
administering and operating the infrastructure, building Yoma infrastructure, 
Yoma commercial sustainability, monitoring compliance with SLA's, managing 
the Yoma brand, and providing Yoma Members & organizational members 
with technical support. It has the right to manage Yoma's business operations, 
manage Yoma technical operations, and contract with (Technology Providers, 
opportunity providers, and Social Impact Organizations). Its incentive to be a 
Yoma Member is to increase the reach of the impact mission.  

The ninth actor is the Yoma Foundation. Yoma Foundation's role is Yoma 
Ecosystem Governance Authority. Yoma Ecosystem Governance Authority is 
responsible for administering the governance framework, monitoring compli-
ance with the governance framework, maintaining Yoma's reputation, opening 
transparent and democratic governance, updating regulatory requirements, and 
resolving disputes. It has the right to write and change the governance frame-
work and enforce the Yoma governance framework. Its incentive is to fulfill 
Yoma's purpose & mission.  

The tenth actor is RLabs. RLabs' role is Incentive Provider. The Incentive 
Provider has the right to contract Yoma Organizational Members, refuse Zlto to 
be assigned to a task, and request credential proof before issuing Zlto. The in-
centive Rlabs aim for is to ensure the success of their research work on token 
(Zlto). RLabs also have another role as a Youth Credential Verifier; it has the 
same rights, responsibilities, and incentives.  

The eleventh actor is the Local Yoma Ecosystem. The Local Yoma Ecosys-
tem role is a Service Provider. The Service Provider is responsible for maintain-
ing the Yoma governance framework locally, arranging Yoma local operations, 
deciding Yoma local policies and acts, and enforcing the Yoma governance 
framework locally. It has the right to assign Yoma local policies and acts, organ-
ize Yoma local operations, and make use of local Yoma infrastructure.  

5.1.2 Business 

The model of business aspects represents the activities and financial aspects of 
the actors/roles. Business activities are a collection of business behavior that an 
actor or role can perform to create and capture value. The financial aspects 
show the money flow in Yoma; it includes the revenue model and the costs. The 
revenue model is the incoming money stream and the related pricing elements 
through which an actor or a role captures value, and the costs are a financial 
representation of a cost incurred due to an asset, resource, activity, or service 
necessary for value creation or capture. The business model is shown in FIG-
URE 5  
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FIGURE 5 Yoma business Model 
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The first actor/role in the business model is a Yoma Member. Yoma Members 
do business activities like subscribing Yoma platform and appointing or revok-
ing Guardians. Yoma Member role business activities do not reflect any costs or 
any revenue.  

The second actor/role in the business model is the Educational Credential 
Holder. Educational Credential Holder does business activities like claiming the 
credential, completing a social impact task, completing a challenge, and com-
pleting learning courses. Educational Credential Holder funded by Zlto that 
exchanges for services. Educational Credential Holder costs in the ecosystems 
are requesting services and paid courses. 

The third actor/role in the business model is Yoma Organizational Mem-
ber. Yoma Organizational Member is doing business activities like appointing a 
delegate and subscribing Yoma platform. Yoma Organizational Member has no 
revenue and does not reflect any costs or revenue.  

The youth Credential Issuer is the fourth actor/role in the business model. 
Youth Credential Issuer is doing business activities like issuing and revoking 
credentials, reporting Zlto credit to the Incentive Provider, posting or removing 
educational courses on the Yoma platform, and creating challenges. Youth Cre-
dential Issuer is funded by the premium courses fee and funds from the gov-
ernment. The costs are network maintenance and administration, infrastructure, 
salaries, and teaching costs.  

The business model's fifth actor/role is the Youth Credential Verifier. 
Youth Credential Verifier does business activities like updating Yoma market-
place opportunities and verifying youth credentials. Youth Credential Verifier 
funded by running projects. The costs are supporting the Yoma credential veri-
fication process and salaries.   

The sixth actor/role in the business model is Social Impact Organization. 
Social Impact Organization does business activities like creating impact tasks 
and issuing and revoking credentials. The Incentive Providers fund Social Im-
pact Organization to cover the rewards. Social Impact Organization costs are 
supporting youth within the impact tasks and salaries. 

The sixth actor/role in the business model is the Marketplace Participant. 
Marketplace Participant business activities are to provide goods or ser-
vices(rewards) that can be exchanged for Zlto credit. The Incentive Providers' 
payment funds Marketplace Participants, and its costs are the payment of re-
warded goods or services that are redeemed with Zlto. 

The seventh actor/role in the business model is Incentive Provider. Incen-
tive Provider business activities are crediting Zlto to Youth wallets and con-
tracting Yoma Organizational Members. Donations fund Incentive Provider 
and Incentive Provider costs are funding Zlto. 

The eighth actor/role in the business model is a Technology Provider. 
Technology Providers' business activities are building and developing the 
Yoma platform, providing consultation, hosting digital wallets on behalf of cre-
dential holders, and providing technical support for VCs holders. Technology 
Provider funded by Yoma Ecosystem Governance Authority. Technology Pro-
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vider costs are Salaries, software licenses, and the building and development of 
the platform. 

The ninth actor/role in the business model is the Yoma Infrastructure Op-
erator. Yoma Infrastructure Operator's business activities provide technical 
support for Yoma Members, manage Yoma technical and business operations, 
assess SLA compliance, build Yoma infrastructure, and administer and operate 
the infrastructure. The government fund Yoma Infrastructure Operators, and 
the costs are salaries, infrastructure cost, administrative and operative cost, and 
cost of the ticketing system and agents. 

The ninth actor/role in the business model is the Yoma Ecosystem Gov-
ernance Authority. Yoma Ecosystem Governance Authority's business activities 
are writing and changing the governance framework, assessing compliance 
with the governance framework, and assessing resolution percentage. Yoma 
Ecosystem Governance Authority is funded by governmental support, donation, 
and UNICEF support, and the costs are salaries payments to the Technology 
Provider and Yoma Infrastructure Operator. 

The tenth actor/role in the business model is the Local Yoma Ecosystem. 
Local Yoma Ecosystem business activities arrange Yoma local operations and 
create additional Yoma local policies and acts if needed. The local Yoma eco-
system is funded by governmental support, donation, and UNICEF support, 
and the costs are salaries and organizing Yoma local operations.  

5.1.3 Technology 

The technology model represents the technologies used and applied in Yoma. 
Technologies elements can be categorized into three main categories: technolo-
gy architecture and infrastructure, services, and data. The technology architec-
ture comprises platforms, applications, frameworks, software, and middleware. 
Platform refers to (tools, libraries, and reusable components) that facilitate val-
ue creation, applications that encapsulate the Yoma web application. Frame-
works are software libraries (components, interfaces, and tools) that enable the 
development of a technological solution. Software facilitates the integration of 
different components within a unified interface. Middleware facilitates the inte-
gration of different Yoma components within a unified interface. Services in the 
Yoma context are user notifications, educational and job onboarding, and a 
trustful connection. Data do not include the collected information only but also 
present different varieties for data storage (database, indy ledgers, user wallets). 
The technology model is shown in FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE 6 Yoma Technology Model 

The infrastructure of the Yoma technology layer is modeled in the middle 
container. The upper container shows the services Yoma provides and their 
components. The down container shows the Yoma data objects and their com-
ponents. 

The infrastructure layer has the Sovrin MainNet it is the platform Yoma 
operates on. The Sovrin MainNet stores data on the indy ledger. The data types 
saved on the indy ledger are Nym, credentials, public DID , and the Schemas.  

Yoma has five frameworks: Yoma Core, Yoma Ecosystem, Aries Cloud, 
Yoma Agent, and Yoma Multi-Tenant Agent. Aries Cloud is the center of tech-
nology architecture. It connects the Yoma external operation frameworks to 
Yoma internal operation frameworks. The Aries Cloud links and organizes ex-
ternal operations in the Yoma core with the Yoma ecosystem(the Yoma ecosys-
tem control the users' activities). 

For the internal Yoma operation, Aries Cloud connected to Yoma Multi-
Tenant Agent with Yoma Multi-Tenant Interface middleware. AriesCloud con-
nected to Yoma Agent with Yoma interface middleware. Both middle-
ware(Yoma Multi-Tenant Interface and Yoma Multi-Tenant Interface) are 
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linked together with another middleware(Aries Cloud Controller) to facilitate 
their integration. 

Yoma Multi-Tenant Agent and Yoma Agent frameworks are connected di-
rectly to the central platform (Sovrin MainNet). Yoma web applications are 
connected to  Yoma Core and Yoma Ecosystem frameworks to provide the re-
quired information. Also, the Yoma Ecosystem framework is linked to Oppor-
tunity Provider Web Application. 

Yoma provides many digital services. The provided services are related to 
Yoma Core, Yoma Ecosystem, and Aries Cloud API framework. Yoma services 
related to the Yoma core framework are Yoma trust ecosystem admin, member 
onboarding, opportunity service, and employment provider onboarding. Noti-
fications services are linked to the Aries Cloud API framework. Credentialling 
and Single Sign-On services are linked to the Yoma Ecosystem framework. 

Yoma has multiple data storages (databases, digital wallets, and Indy 
ledger). Yoma core Database collects data about Yoma Members and the oppor-
tunities (educational and job opportunities ). Yoma Members' data are the digi-
tal wallet Id and the awarded tokens. Yoma Wallet is a digital wallet that stores 
data about the Wallet Key, member connections, verifiable credentials, and key 
material. It also provides agent seeds but does not store them on any system 
data storage. The user has to save the seeds somewhere else on email or on an 
external paper. Agent Seeds are the only way to recover the wallet in case the 
user is going to install it on another device or the device with the wallet is sto-
len.  YOMA multi-tenant Agent framework is connected to YOMA multi-tenant 
Wallet. YOMA Tenant Wallet store shared information with Yoma Wallet. The 
shared information is about the member connections, verifiable credentials, key 
material. 

5.1.4 Legal and regulatory  

The legal and regulatory model is concerned with the agreements between 
Yoma actors, the standards Yoma follows, and the (laws, acts, and regula-
tions )Yoma complies with. Agreements comprise the agreements' parties' 
terms, conditions, rights, and obligations.  Yoma operates in multiple African 
countries, so laws, acts, and regulations would differ from one country to an-
other in Yoma's case. Yoma laws, acts, and regulations are not decided yet, and 
it is left for the next iteration. FIGURE 7 shows the Yoma legal and regulatory 
model.  
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FIGURE 7 Yoma legal and regulatory Model 

Yoma has five agreements. The first agreement is the individual agree-
ment Yoma Terms of Use. It includes all details related to terms of use for the 
Yoma platform or Yoma resources. The second agreement is Credential Issuer 
Agreement. The agreement between the Youth and the Credential Issuer in-
cludes the requirements for issuing the credentials. The third agreement is the 
Credential Verifier Agreement. The agreement between the Youth and the cre-
dential verifier includes the requirements for the credentials verification. The 
fourth agreement is Provider Agreement. The agreement between the Market-
place Participant and Yoma Ecosystem Governance Authority; includes the re-
quirements for redeeming the Zolto token with goods or services. The fifth is a 
Company Agreement Yoma Terms of Use. The agreement includes data about 
the financial obligation between the companies. 

Yoma ecosystem complies with many standards. Yoma Ecosystem Gov-
ernance Authority must comply with the General Data Protection Regula-
tion(GDPR)9. GDPR ensures data protection in the European Union and the da-
ta transaction from European Union to other countries. It supports individual 
control over their own data. The second standard is DIDcomm-messaging10. It 
helps to have a secure and private connection for the DIDs.The third standard is 

 
9 https://gdpr.eu/ 
10 https://identity.foundation/didcomm-messaging/spec/ 
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W3C Verifiable Credentials 11which controls the credential transaction on the 
network to be verified by the issuer. The fourth standard is W3C Decentralized 
Identifier12. It is a standard that controls the generation of the DID subject, DiD 
control, and the DID document. 

5.2 Empirical Findings resulted from modeling. 

Models were not the only results from the case study, but empirical findings 
were noticed during the modeling process. The empirical findings are summa-
rized in TABLE  4 and described next. 

TABLE  4 summary of empirical findings (EF) 

Activity Key experience 

Governance framework perspective 
EF1:Uniting viewpoints  Different stakeholders have differ-

ent views on the ecosystem. Model-
ing made different views into one 
united view on the GF. 

EF 2:Depth of details Deeper details create a better un-
derstanding of the governance 
framework and help to formulate 
better. 

EF3:Systematic and struc-
tured base. 

Governance frameworks need a 
systematic base to produce a com-
prehensive framework. 

EF4:Visualization influ-
ences understandability 

visualization helps to have a holis-
tic view of the Governance Frame-
work. 

Modeling language perspective 
EF5:Reports facilitate taking 
a decision 

Models can give details about the 
ecosystem elements and relation-
ships in the form of reports. 

EF6:Flexibility and the abil-
ity to Customize is a need to 
fit the business needs 

modeling language flexibility help 
to cover all the aspects of the 
business domain and the organi-
zations' specific requirements 

EF 7:Establishing new rela-
tions 

Actors' incentives need to be justi-
fied by the actors' objectives 

EF8:Consider new perspec-
tives to keep ecosystem 
unity 

All member of any business envi-
ronment has typical shared roles 
and responsibilities towards this 
environment to keep it running. 

 

 
11 https://www.w3.org/TR/vc-data-model/ 
12 https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/ 
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First, modeling brought various stakeholders together in discussions 
about the governance framework because their cooperation was a need to build 
the models. Stakeholder groups have different perspectives on the ecosystem, 
and modeling helped unify their view of the governance framework.  

Second, modeling helped the stakeholders to have more informative dis-
cussions about ecosystem details; they had to dig deeper into each layer and 
make more decisions about the ecosystem workflow. For example, in the gov-
ernance model discussions, stakeholders decide the main responsibilities of 
each actor and their role in the ecosystem? Do they need Custodians' and 
Guardians' roles in the ecosystem? Furthermore, why would each actor be mo-
tivated to share in this ecosystem? Such questions helped direct the governance 
framework, made it more understandable for non-technical readers, and justi-
fied why the Yoma ecosystem runs this way. The Yoma project manager said, 
"it helped filter out the extra bits because we were forced to specify things and answer 
questions." 

Third, modeling provides a systematic, structured base for developing a 
governance framework. EGC's mental model provides a preliminary structure 
for building the model, and the stakeholders need to build over this structure. 
The structure requires details about each aspect. The governance model re-
quires information about actors, roles, responsibilities, incentives, rights, and 
rules. The business model requires information about actors/roles who have 
business activities, costs, and revenue, models. The technology model requires 
information about the technology architecture, technology services components, 
and data storage. The legal and regulatory model requires information about 
laws, acts, regulations, agreements, and standards that actors need to comply 
with. 

Fourth, modeling enables visualizing all the elements in the governance 
framework. It helped to view each layer separately and a holistic view of the 
whole ecosystem, enabling more understanding of the ecosystem elements and 
how they are connected.  EGC used a color code for each layer to distinguish 
layers. Visualization provided a base for discussion, brainstorming, and devel-
opment. 

Fifth, modeling has clear and detailed information for each aspect of the 
ecosystem. These details could be translated into output reports. Reports pro-
vide an informative summary of the ecosystem. Reports are helpful for deci-
sion-making. The decision-maker can extract various reports about the ecosys-
tem, individual layers, or even on a specific element of the ecosystem. It also 
helps people who joined the task force later to find a clear definition and de-
scription for each element. For example, the age limitation for youth was dis-
cussed in the early Yoma task force sessions. People who joined the Team later 
were able to find descriptive details about the age limitation and justifications 
for making it 16 years old and explained why the task force included the role of 
the Guardian in this iteration.  

Sixth, EGC enables flexibility and customization. Yoma was able to cus-
tomize the modeling language to fit its purposes. Ecosystems do not have to 
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stick to the available objects only, and they create their domain objects. New 
stakeholders can add or remove objects and have their version of EGC. Adding 
new objects is not limited to the early planning phase of the project; the lan-
guage could be updated at any project iteration, and elements could be added 
when needed. For example, Yoma added a new object (Risk) and new relation-
ships in the second iteration. Also, New properties were added to the language 
in different project phases.  

Seventh, EGC establish new relationships to keep the ecosystem analysis 
realistic. It is commonly known that incentives are an essential part of any SSI 
ecosystem; it reflects the motivation for each actor to participate in the ecosys-
tem and evaluate their satisfaction with participants. It should be linked to ob-
jectives for each actor to justify provided incentives and evaluate incentives' 
influence on participants to achieve their objectives.  For example, one of the 
incentives for youth participants in Yoma is earning digital tokens (ZLTO) to 
spend in the Yoma marketplace. Would it be enough to encourage youth to 
proceed with accepting new opportunities? Youth objective will answer that 
question. Objectives are also essential in risk modeling. Risks primarily prevent 
actors from achieving their objectives, leading to reduced incentives or penalties.  

Eighth, EGC needs to consider new perspectives to keep the ecosystem 
unity. The rights, rules, responsibilities, and incentives are addressed based on 
the actors/ roles perspective, while in real-life ecosystems, some of the rights, 
rules, responsibilities, and incentives are shared among all ecosystem partici-
pants. Building trustworthiness, keeping ecosystem data privacy, and accessing 
the infrastructure are examples of objects that need to be shared among all ac-
tors to keep the analysis realistic 

5.3 Challenges For Ecosystem Governance Compass 

Although the modeling process was mainly considered to develop the Yoma-
governance framework, the modeling process directed attention to new ideas 
for EGC value creation and development.  

First, The modeling language is implemented on a licensed tool 
metaEdit+13. Any user who wants to build or access the model needs to have a 
paid license. Modeling and models updating are only available for specific re-
sources that have the license; this creates time delay, complexity, and limits the 
utility of EGC. This disadvantage could be overcome if EGC were implemented 
on an open-source tool.  

Second, The Essif-lab mental model 14 guided the Yoma governance 
framework. At some points, the modeling language mental models did not 
match the Essif- lab mental model. In the Essif lab, there is a distinction between 
actors and parties, and no separation between actors and roles, unlike the mod-

 
13 https://www.metacase.com/store/ 
14 https://essif-lab.github.io/framework/docs/essifLab-pattern-list 
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eling language.  Some terms like actors have different definitions, and some 
concepts are not included in both models (for example, Essif focuses on 'objec-
tives' as the primary motivator for actors, whereas the modeling language fo-
cuses on 'incentives. Understanding these differences helped to raise some key 
questions about the ecosystem needs and think of new ways to develop EGC to 
satisfy new needs.  

Third, The modeling process has many details that need to be presented in 
two different ways: as a visual model and as a text report. In Large organiza-
tions and ecosystem of ecosystems, the number of details added to the models 
is massive. So, a  new way for data categorization needs to be developed to 
avoid congested models and reports. 

Fourth, The legal and regulatory model has many laws, acts, and (business, 
technical )standards that the ecosystem needs to follow. Top management and 
quality assurance teams need to have a trust assurance document indicating 
that different ecosystem aspects comply with the laws, acts, and standards. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the role of modeling in developing the SSI identity gov-
ernance framework and what value EGC added to the Yoma governance 
framework. The second section discusses the value of co-creation for EGC. The 
third section compares EGC to other modeling approaches.  

6.1 The role of modeling in developing the SSI governance 
framework  

The thesis used a domain-specific modeling language (EGC) developed explicit-
ly for SSI ecosystems. The findings from that research describe how modeling 
made the development process of the Yoma governance framework more ac-
cessible and helped focus on the deep discussions between different stakehold-
er groups. The stakeholders' groups presented different views of the ecosystem 
working processes, motivations, expectations, and other details. 

The findings show that modeling is a  new technique in the governance 
framework development process. It is observed that modeling could fulfill the 
general requirements of the governance framework in Yoma's case and extend 
new processes to achieve these requirements and increase its efficiency level.  a 
summary of the findings aligned with literature and the new findings that par-
ticipate new findings knowledge.TABLE  5 shows the findings aligned with the 
literature and new findings for this research  

TABLE  5 Findings aligned with literature and the new research findings 

Findings aligned with the 
literature 

New research findings 

Uniting different viewpoints Systematic, structured base 
Depth of details Visualization influences under-

standability 
 Distinguishable ecosystem layers 
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 Support for output reports 
 Flexibility and ability to customize 
 Establishing new relations 
 Consider a new perspective to 

keep ecosystem unity 

According to literature and practitioners, the general requirements for a gov-
ernance framework are providing guidelines, specifications, definitions, and 
contracts to make the governance framework clearer, usable, and more under-
standable (cheqd, n.d.; Sovrin Foundation, 2019a; Veiga & Eloff, 2007; Weill & 
Ross, 2005). The research findings approved that these findings were achieved 
at a more efficient level using modeling, and it  shows in  lessons learned : 

• (EF1 [Uniting different viewpoints])The EGC provides a visual view for 
creating the governance framework, and all stakeholders groups are at 
the same level of understanding. Thus, the creators can ensure that all 
the stakeholders' groups are on the same level of understanding and 
awareness of the governance framework details. 

• (EF2 [Depth of details]) modeling was helpful in decision-making related 
to the ecosystem. Decisions were made in the presence of various stake-
holder groups as creating the models needs stakeholders' cooperation. 
All stakeholders groups added their views on guidelines, specifications, 
definitions, and contracts, making the ecosystem details deeper and 
more informative. 

This study reveals the advantages of modeling that existing literature has not 
identified yet and helped create and develop the governance framework. 

• Modeling provides a systematic and structured base that ensures all the 
needed information is included in the governance framework (EF3 [Sys-
tematic, structured base]). The systematic, structured base was not avail-
able before the modeling, and the discussion flow guided the content of 
the governance framework. After modeling, the details of the predefined 
layers are considered first. Then, the discussion details are also included 
in the governance framework documentation. 

• Modeling provides a visual view of the ecosystem elements and related-
ness (EF4 [Visualization influences understandability]). Visualization 
provided stakeholders and governance framework developers with a 
better understanding of how the ecosystem operates. Also, it assisted in 
distinguishing layers by using color codes that presented how ecosystem 
layers are interrelated and elements affect each other. Before modeling, 
The layer, elements, and relationships are described in the governance 
framework in text only. Reading a long text can confuse readers and lead 
to losing focus on the essential details. The difference between the texted 
description and models can easily be noticed in the FINDINGS chapter 
of this thesis. The models were presented in two different ways in Yoma 
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models section. It was easier to follow the ecosystem elements and rela-
tionships from the models' pictures than read the text describing them.  

• Modeling provided clear and adaptable reports (EF5 [Support for output 
reports]). Without modeling, it was not possible to automate reports—an 
example of the automated output reports can be found in appendix1 
page 62. Developers had to read the whole governance framework to col-
lect the needed information about a specific operation. It is also possible 
to create one report about elements from different layers with their rela-
tionships. Such advantage was not accessible before modeling because 
each layer is described separately in the governance framework. 

• Modeling language provided flexibility customization. It comes in the 
form of report customization and the flexibility in creating new objects to 
fit the business needs. Even the predefined objects could be customized 
by adding or removing properties.  Objects can change shape or color if 
needed. It has been seen as an advantage of EGC as compared to most 
modeling languages that have predefined items (EF6 [Flexibility and 
ability to customize]).  

• (EF7 [Establishing new relations]) EGC represents the actors/roles and 
their incentives in the models, but the motive behind incentives could 
not be understood. Modeling added that justification to the governance 
framework. 

• Modeling provided another perspective for governance framework de-
velopment (EF8 [Consider new perspectives to keep ecosystem unity]). 
Even stakeholders have different participation roles in the governance 
framework development, and they are not totally different as they have 
similar objectives, responsibilities, and rules. The similarities keep the 
ecosystem unity. 

6.2 EGC value creation 

Any domain-specific modeling language aims to increase business value for a 
specific business domain and support domain problem-solving. Also, it aims to 
increase productivity, improve quality, and provide economic benefits (Kelly & 
Tolvanen, 2008b). Modeling Yoma directs attention to the need for the devel-
opment of EGC. It will help create more value for EGC to increase productivity, 
quality, and economic benefits. 

EGC should consider replacing MetaEdit+( the modeling tool) with an 
open-source tool. MetaEdit+ is a licensed tool that costs 3,450 euros for the 
starter kit with licenses and services and 250 euros per month for additional 
licenses. Using an open-source tool will save money and provide an economic 
benefit. 
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The mental models for EGC should be updated to match the Essif lap 
mental models. Both mental models for the essif-lab 15and EGC can deliver the 
same value, but the difference in naming and defining some of the objects in 
essif-lab mental models and EGC creates confusion for the stakeholders that 
decrease their productivity.  

EGC should consider producing a trust assurance document to ensure that 
both technical and business standards are followed. In addition, EGC should do 
better categorization for data to avoid congested models and reports for big 
projects. Both the trust assurance document and a better data categorization 
will provide support for Ecosystem decision-makers that ensure better quality 
for the ecosystem. 

6.3 EGC compared to other modeling approaches  

Previous Software ecosystems modeling did not have uniform guidelines for 
the modeling process. (Handoyo, 2017). EGC provided systemization and 
guidelines that helped the models be accurate, informative, and uniform. At the 
same time, it also provides the flexibility of the details according to the business 
type and the customer's request. 

6.3.1 EGC compared to UML 

UML is a general-purpose modeling language. It does not support decision-
making, automation, or object reuse. It does not upgrade the abstraction level 
above the concept, making it not support automation and decision making. In 
addition, it does not generate codes(Cranefield & Purvis, 1999; Kelly & Tol-
vanen, 2008a). On the other hand, EGC is an accessible language because the 
terminology used in the language and concepts are familiar to users. It supports 
automation. Generating the codes is available in EGC, and it is also an automat-
ed process that does not need any human inspection after generation. EGC 
highly supports decision-making; the implemented models include the project 
rules, vision,  goals, and principles(Kolehmainen et al., To be submitted). 

6.3.2 EGC compared to MDA 

MDA is a general-purpose language that has the same problems as UML. It was 
explained in the previous section how EGC came over that issue. Another issue 
related to MDA is the codes are generated directly from the models. For any 
change in models or code maintenance, all the series of models and codes need 
to be refined(Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a). EGC came over that problem. Models 
can copy objects from other models. Once the modeler makes changes for an 

 
15 https:// https://essif-lab.github.io/framework/docs/essifLab-glossary 
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object on a specific model, it reflects that object change on all other models us-
ing that object. Modelers do need to make an effort to refine other models, and 
it will not affect the code generation process(Kolehmainen et al., To be submit-
ted).  

6.3.3 EGC compared to ArchiMate  

ArchiMate is developed for modeling enterprises architecture. It does not have 
the central SSI human vision for the models. Also, the legal and regulatory con-
text, data storage, and cash flow are absent in the tool interface (Josey et al., 
2016). ArchiMate editor window does not support code generation. All of these 
issues were covered on EGC. EGC has a human-centric view in all models, es-
pecially the governance model. All details go around the actors and roles. It has 
the human view like incentives, responsibilities, and rights. In the technical as-
pects, EGC provided options for data storage. In the legal and regulatory con-
text, ArchiMate only provides contracts. Meanwhile, EGC has laws, acts, regu-
lations, standards, and agreements(Kolehmainen et al., To be submitted). 

6.3.4 EGC compared to Istar 

Istart is mainly defined to model SSI ecosystems. It has two problems. First, it 
can give a visual model for the SSI ecosystem only and can not generates codes. 
(The same problem as UML and ArchiMate). The second problem is that it does 
not have modeling guidelines. Lack of guidelines increases the possibility of 
errors, loss of design pattern, missing concepts, and lack of language specifica-
tion consistency(Handoyo, 2017). EGC considered those problems. It followed 
two types of rules to come over it. First, using language rules to ensure name 
uniqueness patterns, control reusability, relationships, and many rules. Second, 
EGC has modeling rules that regulate the domain concepts considerations in 
the models. The domain rules are not strict in EGC; they can be overridden if it 
helps implement the business better(Kelly & Tolvanen, 2008a; Kolehmainen et 
al., To be submitted).  
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7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter summarizes the key findings in relation to the research scope. Also, 
it shows how the key findings helped answer the research question and outline 
the research contributions. After that, it discusses the limitations and future re-
search related to the research process and the modeling tool. 

The governance framework is a document that explains drivers, dynamics, 
goals, principles, legal agreements, standards, policies, values, norms, and the 
SSI ecosystems. Governance framework development is a problem that faces 
practitioners and decision-makers because it is a long document with technical 
details, and it is supposed to cover details related to different aspects. Develop-
ers from different backgrounds do not have the same level of understanding of 
the technical details, resulting in miscommunication between the stakeholders' 
groups. It causes a barrier to the governance framework development. 

This research aimed to help practitioners and decision-makers from differ-
ent backgrounds find a methodology to overcome the effort needed to develop 
a governance framework and solve the confusion due to various stakeholders 
groups' participation in the development process. The research suggested mod-
eling to support the development process. Also, it aimed to highlight the ad-
vantages that modeling could provide to the SSI governance framework. 

The key findings from this research are implementing four mod-
els(governance model, business model, technology model, and legal model) to 
represent the Yoma ecosystem. Also, there are many empirical findings from 
the modeling process like unifying the stakeholders' understanding level, add-
ing more depth to the ecosystem details, providing a systematically structured 
base for the development process, distinguishing ecosystem layers and how 
they are interrelated, extracting reports, and provide flexibility on the customi-
zation of the report and the ecosystem elements. 

The research findings exceeded the expectations from supporting the gov-
ernance framework development process to developing the used modeling lan-
guage(EGC). Modeling Yoma directed the attention to the need for using an 
open-source tool instead of Metaedit+, updating the mental models, efficient 
data categorization, and a trust assurance document. 
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7.1 Answer to the research question  

This research is conducted to answer the question: what role could modeling 
play in developing self-sovereign identity governance framework aspects? The 
question could be answered that Modeling has two significant roles, a support-
er of the governance framework and a developer of the governance framework: 

In the first role(a supporter of the governance framework), Modeling 
works as a supporter to satisfy the essential requirements for the governance 
framework( understandability and value creation). It supports the unity of the 
ecosystem development teams allowing them to cooperate and exchange their 
thoughts about decisions. It made all stakeholders on the same level of under-
standing of different aspects of the ecosystem. Modeling made ecosystem de-
velopment an easier task and provided more efficient results for the develop-
ment process. Modeling helped SSI practitioners observe and interpret more 
about SSI with a decentralized human-centric paradigm that focuses on incen-
tives. Modeling is able to create more value for the ecosystem by addressing 
stakeholders' objectives to evaluate the incentives' satisfaction to stakeholders. 

In the second role(developer of the governance framework), Modeling 
provides new techniques to develop the governance framework. First, It pro-
vided a systematic base for the governance framework to build on. The system-
atically structured base is formed in predefined layers, and each layer includes 
a predefined object. Predefined layers and objects include all details that need 
to be addressed about the ecosystem. Second, Modeling provided visualization 
for the ecosystem. Visualization positively influenced the understanding of the 
ecosystem's stakeholders; furthermore, it provided more clarity on how the dif-
ferent layers of the ecosystem interact and what ecosystem elements are needed 
to make that interaction happen between the layers. Third, modeling facilitated 
decision-making by enabling report extracting. Fourth, Modeling enables flexi-
bility and customization during the governance framework life cycle, meaning 
that it can reflect any new changes in the ecosystem and satisfy the need for re-
port customization or the need for new reports. 

Using the new technique provided by modeling to satisfy the require-
ments and enhance the development process resulted in more efficiency, un-
derstandability, and clarity of the governance framework. It makes the govern-
ance framework development more accessible, faster, and more regulated for 
the SSI practitioners.  

7.2 Research limitation  

This research has some limitations that may affect the validity of the results. 
One of the limitations are the discussions related to modeling are done with the 
Yoma task force as a group, but the notes are taken only by two members who 
have the license for metaEdit+(the modeling tool). To overcome that limitation , 
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the produced models are reviewed regularly during the task force meetings to 
increase research validity. 

Another lenition is that the research used qualitative methods and applied 
them to one case study(Yoma). The results reflect Yoma results only, and there 
is no insurance that the results are similar to other case studies.  The results can 
not be generalized.   

Using a new modeling language(Ecosystem governance compass) is an-
other limitation. The mental models for the modeling language are explained to 
the Yoma task force, and training sessions are held to train the users to use the 
tool. The modelers' experience was only Yoma's case, and lack of experience 
might affect the work validity. 

7.3 Future research 

The thesis opens new scope for future research on the enhancement that model-
ing could achieve in other phases of the governance framework, like the crea-
tion and extension phase.  

A new research scope related to the thesis is the development of the Eco-
system governance compass value creation, which could start from the chal-
lenges the language faced during modeling Yoma. 

Another future research scope would help practitioners evaluate ecosys-
tems development and the effectiveness of their development practices. Model-
ing might be helpful in tracking the weaknesses of current practices by compar-
ing the optimal models and the current state models. 
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 APPENDIX 1 

FIGURE 8 shows a full view of the Yoma ecosystem with its four aspects in one 
model. The model includes the governance, the business, the technology, and 
the legal model in one picture. 

 

FIGURE 8 Yoma Ecosystem models 

The following report is an example of an automated produced report. The re-
port shows all the objects used in the Yoma governance model with all available 
details.  

Yoma [GOVERNANCE]: Blockchain Governance Compass 

Graph properties: 

Ecosystem Name Yoma 

Container Type GOVERNANCE  

Description  

Diagram picture: Yoma [GOVERNANCE]  
Graph dictionary  

Object Type of Object Documentation 

Education Opportunity Provider Actor   

Guardian Actor An Individual or Organization that acts on behalf of Youth 
Participants who are unable to manage their digital cre-
dentials 

Jobs Opportunity Provider Actor   

Local Yoma Ecosystem Actor   

Marketplace Participant Actor   
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Labs Actor   

Social Impact Organization Actor   

Technology Provider  Actor   

Yoma Foundation Actor   

Yoma Social Enterprise Actor   

Youth Actor The user is the person who wishes to join Yoma  

Building Zlto ecosystem Incentive   

customer acquisition  Incentive   

Fulfillment of Yoma's purpose & 
mission 

Incentive   

Good reputation Incentive   

Grow  Incentive Building skills and experience learning, gain knowledge 
Earn Zlto 

Impact Incentive Social Credit, psycho-social benefits of Trust and confi-
dence in yourself, recognition from others 

Increase Reach of Impact mission Incentive   

Paid Fee Incentive earn Income paid for courses  

Reduce the recruitment cost  Incentive   

Skilled employee Incentive the Employment opportunity provider makes sure that the 
employees are skilled due to the trustworthiness of Yoma 
awarding the VCs 

Thrive  Incentive Access Jobs and employment opportunities 

Actions of legal delegates Responsibility Responsible for the actions of their delegates 

Administer and operate the in-
frastructure 

Responsibility   

Administer the governance 
framework 

Responsibility   

Arrange Yoma local operations Responsibility   

Build and develop Yoma plate-
form 

Responsibility   

Build Yoma Infrastructure  Responsibility   

checking the VCs accuracy Responsibility Checking the completeness and accuracy of verified cre-
dentials that are issued when they complete challenges, 
e.g., if the information is incorrect 

Completing and updating the 
digital CV 

Responsibility Completing and updating self-asserted information in 
their Digital CV 

Completing challenges Responsibility  Youth is responsible for completing challenges 

Comply with the Governance 
Framework 

Responsibility Comply with the Governance Framework 

Create challenges  Responsibility   

create the impact tasks  Responsibility   

Decide on Yoma local policies 
and acts 

Responsibility   

Dispute Resolution Responsibility   

enforce the Yoma governance  
framework locally 

Responsibility   

Ensure the VCs updated to Digi-
tal CV 

Responsibility   

Execute digital transactions Responsibility Execute digital transactions  only on the instruction of the 
Credential Holde 

Host digital wallets Responsibility Host digital wallets on behalf of Credential Holders 

Issuing VCs for eligible Youth  Responsibility Responsible for issuing credentials to Youth Participants 
that have completed challenges and managing fraud  

Maintain Yoma governance  
framework locally 

Responsibility   

Maintain Yoma reputation Responsibility   

maintaining and updating the 
company profile 

Responsibility Responsible for maintaining their company profile 

Making sure employment poli- Responsibility Make sure the recruitment agents are following the em-
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cies followed  ployment policies as agreed with Yoma 

Managing the Yoma brand Responsibility   

Monitor compliance with SLA's Responsibility   

Monitor compliance with the 
governance framework 

Responsibility   

notifying Incentive Provider with 
Zlto recipient 

Responsibility Responsible for notifying Incentive Provider to load Zlto 
into the Youth Wallet following the issuance of the creden-
tial 

Open, transparent, and demo-
cratic governance 

Responsibility   

Provide consultation  Responsibility   

Providing Yoma Members & 
Organizational Members with 
Technical Suppor 

Responsibility   

Removing the job  offers Responsibility Responsible for removing the job offer when they find a 
candidate or they do not need that job anymore 

Representing Youth legally Responsibility   

Reward eligible Youth  Responsibility provide rewards that are redeemed using ZLTO 

Support the VC Holders offline  Responsibility Offline and low-tech methods for Credential Holders to 
trigger digital transactions or provide instruction 

Update regulatory requirements Responsibility Keeping up to date with legal and regulatory require-
ments and technical standards that require incorporation 
in the governance framework 

VCs selective disclosure Responsibility Youth can choose to whom to present the credential to.  

Verifying the Youth VCs Responsibility Responsible for verifying the Youth credentials  

Write Documentation associated 
with services provided 

Responsibility   

Yoma commercial sustainability Responsibility Commercial sustainability of the Yoma ecosystem, build 
assets in the Yoma ecosystem 

 VCS selective disclosure Right Youth can choose to whom to present the credential. 

Appoint a guardian  Right The Youth has the right to appoint a guardian to manage 
the wallet. 

appoint delegate legal actors Right The right to appoint delegate individuals or organizations 
to act on their behalf 

Cease membership Right Cease membership (unsubscribe from Yoma) 

Cease using Yoma Infrastructure Right   

check ZLTO credit For Youth  Right   

Contract with Opportunity Pro-
viders  

Right   

Contract with Social Impact Or-
ganizations 

Right   

Contract with Technology Pro-
viders 

Right   

Contracting Yoma Organization-
al Members 

Right Contract with Yoma Organizational Members to assign 
Zlto to Opportunities or Impact Tasks 

Create Yoma local policies and 
acts  

Right   

Create, edit company profile Right The right to create, edit and change their company profile 

enforce the Yoma governance 
framework  

Right   

Issuing VCs  Right The right to issue credentials 

Make use of local Yoma infra-
structure 

Right   

Manage Yoma business opera-
tions 

Right   

Manage Yoma technical opera-
tions 

Right   

Organize Yoma  local operations Right   

Post opportunities Right The right to post opportunities to earn credentials in the 
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Yoma marketplace 

post the impact tasks  Right   

Refuse Zlto to be assigned to a 
task 

Right   

Remove opportunities Right The right to remove opportunities to earn credentials from 
the Yoma marketplace 

Request credential issuance Right The user has the right to request credential issuance fol-
lowing completion of a challenge 

Request Credential Proof before 
issuing Zlto 

Right   

Request proofs of qualifications 
on a CV  

Right   

Revoke guardianship Right The Youth Has the right to revoke guardianship if he is 
over 18. if the user is under 18, he has the right to revoke it 
once he/she reaches 18.  

revoking VCs Right The right to revoke credentials 

Specify youth qualification Right The right to specify qualification criteria for youth partici-
pants to be accepted for opportunities to earn credentials 

Use Yoma Infrastructure Right   

Use Yoma Member Badge / 
Branding 

Right   

Use Yoma Member Badge on CV Right   

VCs issuance request Right Youth has the right to request credential issuance follow-
ing completion of a challenge 

Verify Youth VCs Right   

Write and change the governance 
framework 

Right   

 Educational Credential holder Role The credential holder is the person who legally can use the 
credentials, the user himself, guardian, or a delegated 
person  

Custodian Role   

Incentive Provider Role   

Partner  Role   

Service Provider Role   

Yoma Ecosystem Governance 
Authority 

Role   

Yoma Infrastructure Operator Role   

Yoma Member Role   

Yoma Organizational Member Role   

Youth Credential Issuer Role   

Youth Credential Verifier Role   

Age constrain  Rule Age parameters from16 to 24. It might be a verification 
method in the future, but it is currently open to should not 
be accessible to under 16's, Debate. Should parental con-
sent be required for 16 to18-year-olds? Depending on the 
jurisdiction, so dependent location and local law are con-
textual.   If required and complicated, it would have to be 
over 18 only. GDPR compliance. Outside normal Unicef 
scope. Need to see in the s/w 's and C's may specify over 
18 only.  

Actors & Roles Subcontainer   

Incentives Subcontainer   

Rights, Rules & Responsibilities Subcontainer   

 


